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When Jehoshophat king of Judah returned safely to his palace in 

Jerusalem, Jehu the seer, the son of Hanini, went out to meet him and 

said to the king, "Should we help the wicked and love those who hate the 

Lord? Because of this, the wrath of the Lord is on you. 2 Chronicles 19: 

1-2 

 

We naturally want to protect our beloved at the risk of our lives. It is the 

original ideal of creation to do so . The same is true for God himself, 

who loves His children. He is a sorrowful God who has had to invest His very life. 

Cheon Seong Gyeong 134 

 

Greetings!, 

 

Before I discuss Hyung Jin Nim's provocative sermon on "Entrance into the Kingdom," I'd like to draw 

your attention to Mrs. Hyun Shil Kang's important message at the Cheon Il Goong palace from April 3, 

"How Mother Eliminated God's Lineage and the Three Generations Kingship." 

 

Just as he did 2,000 years ago - Satan entered into the Cheon Jeong Gung 

Palace in Chung Pyung - and Satan conspired there to kill the Messiah. He 

made it so that the same thing would happen in Cheon Jeong Gung, as 

happened in the Garden of Eden - where God would be deceived, the 

husband would be deceived, and the sons would be deceived. He arranged 

so that God would be deceived in the Cheon Jeong Gung Palace, True 

Father as the husband would be deceived, and even the son who was 

Father's representative body and inheritor would be deceived. The Cheon 

Jeong Gung Palace was the place more than any other where there should 

be noontime sun, where there should be no shadow. But Satan however made it so that this kind of 

deception would take place there... 

 

Now, today, in the Cheon Jeong Gung Palace: the first generation king is not there; the second 

generation king is not there; the third generation king is not there. There's no king in the Cheon Jeong 

Gung Palace today. There is only a woman there, sitting, wearing a crown. She is a woman without a 

seed. But she is saying that even without a seed, she will save all humanity. She kicked out the second 

King and the third King. She kicked out the three generation Kingships. She usurped the Kingship for 

herself and is now pretending to be God. 

 

Not only that but she is doing everything she can to destroy Father's legacy and work. She has changed 

Father's constitution, saying that it is not necessary for the successor to be in Father's lineage - that this 

would be ruled by law rather than ruled by blood lineage. She says that Father's successor will be chosen 

by elections. She has now even denied Father's lineage. 

 

She is saying ridiculous things, such as that Father was born with 

original sin, and it is only because he was married with Mother who 

had no original sin, that he was able to begin performing the Blessings. 

She says that just as God created Adam and also Eve in the Garden of 

Eden - so also she had to be created as the Only Begotten Daughter - so 

that sinless children should be born. 

 

She says that just as Mary gave birth to a sinless son Jesus, so also it is 

because she had no original sin that she was able to give birth to Father as the Messiah. She says that as 

the Only Begotten Daughter, she now stands in the center of the providence. But she is eliminating God's 

lineage and tradition. She is doing something that the Catholic Church has been doing, i.e. the Catholic 

Church has been saying that Mary was on this earth as God's substantial being and so she gave birth to 

the son of God. She is going exactly that same path as the Catholic Church. 

 

We see that the Catholic Church refers to Mary as the Holy Mother Mary, and considers her to be God's 

substantial body on the earth. Also, the Catholic Church determines the popes by election - the same way; 

that is the rule of law - not the rule of lineage. 

 

The Family Federation is becoming just like that, an organization that will continue on, not by lineage, 

but by law. They say that there is no need for the Messiah to come and establish God's lineage on earth - 



 

 

that it is only the law, that will govern. 

 

(rest of Mrs. Kang's talk on April 3, 2017) 

 

******* 

 

Hyung Jin Nim began his sermon on "Entrance into the Kingdom," by speaking 

about Robert Jermain Thomas, a Welsh Protestant missionary, who was killed 

while bringing bibles into the closed kingdom of Korea in 1866, 54 years before 

Father's birth. After handing a bible to a Korean soldier he was beheaded, but the 

pages of the bible were used for wallpaper. People came from all over to read the 

words on the walls, and were transformed by those words into born-again 

Christians. 

 

Hyung Jin Nim also spoke about a movie currently being shown in many theaters, 

The Case for Christ, which recounts the story of Lee Stroebel, a strident atheist 

journalist who tried to disprove the Christian faith but ended up becoming a 

leading worldwide Christian author, pastor and evangelist. 

 

 
The Case for Christ movie trailer 

 

Jesus had power over death through his resurrection. We must create a society where predators and 

bringers of death are afraid. Popular culture brainwashes us to think it's cool to be weak and unarmed. 

Jesus empowered us to challenge Satan spiritually. Now is the time for us to be able to challenge Satan 

physically as well. 

 

 
Entrance into the Kingdom - April 16, 2017 - Unification Sanctuary Sermon 

 

True Father met Jesus on Easter morning, beginning the 

development of his messianic self-consciousness. 

 

We need to understand that Father was a realist. The first 

business he created produced air rifles and later the 

Vulcan cannon. He had seen people publicly hanged in 

North Korea. He was a leading developer of national 

defense industry. In contradiction with the Family 

Federation which is attempting to re-cast Father as a 

Catholic Jesus. 

 

 
Kim Jong Un with Female Soldiers 



 

 

He discussed the passage in 1 Corinthians 6:9, "Or do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit 

the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived; neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor 

effeminate, nor homosexuals." 

 

Jesus and True Father were strong men. We also should be ready to defend our families at the risk of our 

lives. In Israel, young men and women are drafted into the military and trained to use weapons for 

defense of their communities and nation. 

 

The alternative is to become weak and to allow an all-

powerful government to do whatever it wishes. In North 

Korea, pretty girls in middle school are forced to join the 

Dancing and Singing department and the "Satisfaction 

Department," where they are trained to give sexual pleasure 

to the Supreme Leader, Kim Jong Un, other leaders or 

"special guests" at one of more than 30 "pleasure palaces." 

These exploited young women could have pursued their 

God-given ideals including entering not just respected 

cultural or scientific professions, but also the most honorable 

profession of being an honorable, powerful wife and mother. 

 

Converting daughters into sex slaves is the opposite of God's ideal of the 3 Blessings. We must be ready 

to resist that Satanic culture in any of its multiple forms. We cannot do that if we are disarmed. 

 

******* 

 

ANNIVERSARY OF MY WIFE'S PASSING INTO THE SPIRITUAL WORLD 

 

By John Raucci, 4/11/2017 

 

My wife Madeline passed away one year ago this month. As we approach the 

anniversary, I thought to document all I can about her life in the spirit world, and 

her communication with the earth since then. As for myself, I am stunned and 

humbled by these contents, and I learned many things from her 

 

communication. 

 

We all prayed for her survival for two years. I could never give up on that, but her body was totally 

ravaged by such a horrible cancer. On April 21st, I prayed that if death be ahead, then I want to let her go 

with the hope that she would come to me from the spirit world and keep in touch. It was like a release for 

her, and she passed away in the arms David, Gideon, and myself on that very night. 

 

(rest of John Raucci's testimony) 

 

******* 

 

 
Register for Rev. Yu's July, 2017 OSDP Seminar 

 
Girls exploited as Sex Slaves for 

N. Korean dictatorship 



 

 

 

******* 

 

May God bless you and your families! Sincerely, 

 

Richard 

 

Richard A. Panzer, Ph.D., President 

World Peace and Unification Sanctuary - USA 
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April 3, 2017

Cheon Il Goong (‘Heaven’s Palace’), Matamoras, PA

Mrs. Hyun Shil Kang

How Mother Eliminated God’s Lineage and the Three Generation Kingships 

Good morning, everyone.

Today, I would like to tell you how Mother eliminated God’s lineage and the three 
generation Kingships.

What is the core of God’s providence of re-creation? That core is to bring the settlement of God’s 
lineage on the earth. The most important aspect of the returning Lord coming to the earth, 
is to bring God’s lineage to the earth, so that, that lineage can settle on the earth.

In the Garden of Eden, Eve received the lineage of the archangel. She sullied, she dirtied the pure 
lineage of God. She gave birth to children as a result of that and has caused all humanity 
to be in that archangelic dirty lineage.

We know that many women have had to go the way of restoration through indemnity in order 
to restore God’s lineage back to this earth. This was a path of tears for heaven. It was a path of 
indemnity that had to be traveled by many, many women because Eve deceived God, 
she deceived her husband, and she deceived her children. So, women have had to go this 
way even being prostitutes because of the course of indemnity.

There are four women that are particularly recognized in this respect: Bathsheba, Rehab, 
Tamar and Ruth. These four women were at the center of the course to restore God’s lineage. 
It is on the foundation of the indemnity paid by these four women and others – but especially 
these four women – that Jesus was able to come to the earth with a blood lineage that was pure.

Jesus gave the bread and the wine to his disciples saying, “This is my flesh and this is my blood.” 
This was Jesus’ urgent and desperate cry – his desperate desire to have his disciples and others 
inherit the pure blood lineage of God.

As we have learned through the Divine Principle, Jesus was not able to marry – he was not 
able to have a Holy Blessing. That was actually necessary for him in order to be able to give the 
physical blood lineage to the fallen people of this earth. But he was not able to do that before he 
was killed on the cross. Jesus’ ultimate purpose on this earth was to restore God’s lineage which 
had been lost in the Garden of Eden. But because of the unfaithfulness of the Jewish people, 
he was not able to do that and he had to depart from this earth leaving a promise behind that 
he would return again someday.

An incredible amount of blood has been shed over the past 2,000 years, so that Jesus would be 
able to return. It was on the foundation of this indemnity and sacrifice that True Father was able 
to come. All humanity should have welcomed Father’s coming. If this had happened, then all 
humanity would have been able to be reborn through him into God’s sons and daughters.

But what happened though was similar to what happened 2,000 years ago. The people who had 
been prepared by God to receive Father did not receive him – rejected him – and he had to 
finally go the way of suffering through prison.
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Satan knows the Divine Principle better than anyone other than God, and so because he knows that, 
he was willing to forfeit all of humanity if only he could kill the Messiah. Satan’s ultimate goal was 
to eliminate God’s lineage from this earth – in order to do that he wanted most of all to kill 
the Messiah.

Just as he did 2,000 years ago – Satan entered into the Cheon Jeong Gung Palace in Cheong 
Pyeong – and Satan conspired there to kill the Messiah. He made it so that the same thing 
would happen in Cheon Jeong Gung, as happened in the Garden of Eden – where God would be 
deceived, the husband would be deceived, and the sons would be deceived. He arranged so that 
God would be deceived in the Cheon Jeong Gung Palace, True Father as the husband would be 
deceived, and even the son who was Father’s representative body and inheritor would be deceived. 
The Cheon Jeong Gung Palace was the place more than any other where there should be 
noontime sun, where there should be no shadow. But Satan however made it so that this kind 
of deception would take place there.

Think of what the Cheon Jeong Gung Palace is. This was where True Father, Hyung Jin Nim and 
Shin Jun were living – three generations of kings were living there – in that place. It was in the 
Cheon Jeong Gung Palace that Father said that everything had been accomplished. This was the 
place where the four position foundation would be established.

But now, today, in the Cheon Jeong Gung Palace: the first generation king is not there; the second 
generation king is not there; the third generation king is not there. There’s no king in the Cheon 
Jeong Gung Palace today. There is only a woman there, sitting, wearing a crown. She is a woman 
without a seed. But she is saying that even without a seed, she will save all humanity. She kicked 
out the second King and the third King. She kicked out the three generation Kingships. 
She usurped the Kingship for herself and is now pretending to be God.

Not only that but she is doing everything she can to destroy Father’s legacy and work. She has 
changed Father’s constitution, saying that it is not necessary for the successor to be in Father’s lineage – 
that this would be ruled by law rather than ruled by blood lineage. She says that Father’s 
successor will be chosen by elections. She has now even denied Father’s lineage.

She is saying ridiculous things, such as that Father was born with original sin, and it is only 
because he was married with Mother who had no original sin, that he was able to begin 
performing the Blessings. She says that just as God created Adam and also Eve in the Garden 
of Eden – so also she had to be created as the Only Begotten Daughter – so that sinless children 
should be born.

She says that just as Mary gave birth to a sinless son Jesus, so also it is because she had no 
original sin that she was able to give birth to Father as the Messiah. She says that as the Only 
Begotten Daughter, she now stands in the center of the providence. But she is eliminating God’s 
lineage and tradition. She is doing something that the Catholic Church has been doing, 
i.e. the Catholic Church has been saying that Mary was on this earth as God’s substantial being
and so she gave birth to the son of God. She is going exactly that same path as the Catholic Church.

We see that the Catholic Church refers to Mary as the Holy Mother Mary, and considers her to 
be God’s substantial body on the earth. Also, the Catholic Church determines the popes 
by election – the same way; that is the rule of law – not the rule of lineage.

The Family Federation is becoming just like that, an organization that will continue on, 
not by lineage, but by law. They say that there is no need for the Messiah to come and establish 
God’s lineage on earth – that it is only the law, that will govern.
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She is putting forward her daughters who also have no seed, and is pretending to carry on 
the providence. Unfortunately, ignorant, innocent members are receiving the holy wine which 
is devoid of any seed, and are fooled into thinking that they have been given rebirth through that 
“holy” wine. She has turned the members into false faithful who recite the destroyed family pledge. 
They think they are faithful, but they are not.

The Cheon Jeong Gung Palace, in the absence of the three generation Kingships, is no longer the 
palace of God. The true palace is the place where the three generations of Kings are present. 
So where are the three generations of Kings? They are in the Unification Sanctuary, and now 
they have entered into the Cheon Il Goong Palace. Through the Cheon Il Goong Palace,they have 
restored the Cheon Jeong Gung Palace. Hyung Jin Nim declared at an early stage that the 
Unification Sanctuary is where you find God’s seed, God’s lineage, and it is where you find 
God’s Kingship. This is also the place where you find the restored Cain and Abel. The restored Cain, 
Kook Jin Nim, bowed down before his brother Hyung Jin Nim as the Abel. This was a wonderful 
sight to see – this restoration!

This is also a clear demonstration to us that Father’s Holy Spirit is with the three generation 
Kings. Also, they made Trump become the president of the United States. True Father’s Holy 
Spirit has now begun to give judgment to this world.

God has been shedding tears of sorrow for 6,000 years, but today He is shedding tears of joy. 
Even though True Father was kicked out of the Cheon Jeong Gung Palace, he has now entered 
into the Cheon Il Goong Palace. Can you see God’s tears of joy? For so long God’s heart was 
broken and He was shedding tears of terrible sorrow, but now He is dancing with joy, and He is 
shedding tears – only of joy.

So, shouldn’t we also establish the three generation Kingships as the axis in our lives, the center 
of our lives and also join God in shedding tears of joy and tears of gratitude?

Og Mansei to the three generation Kingships! Og Mansei to the three generation Kingships! 
Og Mansei to the three generation Kingships! And may this Kingship last forever and ever!

Thank you very much. 
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Mrs. Hyun Shil Kang
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ANNIVERSARY OF MY WIFE’S PASSING  

INTO THE SPIRITUAL WORLD 
By John Raucci, 4/11/2017   

My wife Madeline passed away one year ago this month.   As we 
approach the anniversary, I thought to document all I can about her life in 
the spirit world, and her communication with the earth.   The information I 
am giving here may in fact represent but a portion of all the information, 
as much of what I received was provided to me by others.  In other words, 
people may have received communications from Madeline but did not tell me about it.   In 
addition, in dealing with the spiritual world, there can always be confusion due to the infiltration 
of evil spirits.  So just judge for yourself as to the contents of what I am about to write.    

As for myself, I am stunned and humbled by these contents, and I learned many things from her 
communication.  One is that everyone who invested in prayer for her provided in part for her 
resurrection.   For this, I am grateful and indebted to everyone here, and I do believe she is 
likewise.     

We all prayed for her survival for two years.  I could never give up on that, but her body was 
totally ravaged by such a horrible cancer.  On April 21st, I prayed that if death be ahead, then I 
want to let her go with the hope that she would come to me from the spirit world and keep in 
touch.   It was like a release for her, and she passed away in the arms David, Gideon, and myself 
on that very night.  
I’ve already spoken about the many dreams and visions of Madeline received by brothers and 
sisters immediately after her passing. On May 1st, I gave my testimony at the Sanctuary Church, 
where I once again explained that Madeline's sentiments in life were with Sanctuary, but that her 
love was for everyone.   My testimony was videoed, and I publicly asked anyone from anywhere 
to report to me anything that Madeline communicated.   That evening, I received word again 
from Traudl Byrne that she had another dream whereby Madeline said that she was tormented 
her whole life, but that she managed to forgive everyone who hurt her before she died.     

Traudl felt that Madeline was able to go to a high spirit world by virtue of such forgiveness.   In 
addition to Traudl, Lucy Mizutani had a few dreams of Madeline whereby Madeline seemed to 
be very busy and active as she began her work in the spirit world.   Kate Korda as well had a 
number of experiences with Madeline.       A few weeks after the Seung Hwa, I received a 
beautiful letter from one Daniela Wooten, a first generation from Kentucky whom I had never 
met before.    Madeline appeared to her, and she wrote me the following:   
Dear John Raucci,                           May 3, 2016   
     "You asked to let you know if we hear anything from Madeline…I stood at my sink washing 
dishes.   Yes, I am one of those few women who does not want a dish washer!    As I thought about 
Madeline, and something you shared about her loving her friends, family and all brothers and sisters, 
tears and sorrow welled up within me, that people like her had to leave so early, because my spirit felt so 
close to her heart, and how so few of us are actually in this world with this kind of heart.    Immediately, I 
could feel her presence and strength.   To my silent question, she answered that in this world, she had 
done all she could and was too frail to stay.   But now she could continue to open peoples' hearts to God's 
love with her guiding spirit, and the love she was able to experience horizontally in life...She gave me a 
profound insight into the Blood, Sweat and Tears Ideal.    

She said that to shed tears for one's own benefit is useless, and there is no one to catch them, but if we 
shed tears for others and the world, with God's pain, and joy in our hearts, then these tears are caught, 
and saved, and used to bring healing in this world and the next.   Tears shed for others have an incredible 
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value.   The same goes for blood and sweat.   Then Daniela says to herself that she thought to herself that 
wow, that Madeline is good, and Madeline replied that yes she (Madeline) is good, and they both 
laughed!"  

After Daniela received the message, she reported to me that Madeline said to hurry up and send 
this message to my husband, and she reminded Daniela of what I requested during my testimony, 
that anyone receiving contact from Madeline to please report to me.    From that, I knew that 
Madeline heard my testimony.     
     Soon after, my eldest son JoeChris had a dream of his mother whereby in front of his eyes, 
she transformed into the likeness of a yellow and orange fruit-like substance.   My son was very 
ill at that time, but refused to see the doctor.   Finally, he entered the hospital reluctantly where 
he was served pineapple and cantaloupe, a yellow and orange fruit.   He said he knew he was 
where he belonged to be from that dream and experience.   

Toward the end of May, I did have a special experience.   I was in my apartment where I saw 
Madeline sitting beside my son David.   While looking at them, I realized that Madeline was 
gone.    Her appearance was no more than 5 seconds, but it was real. She had a beautiful 
smile.    I began to cry, and I asked her why she could not remain longer, but she was 
gone.   From then, we did not hear from her for about 2 to 3 months.      
   I missed her as there was no word, but then she gave a message once again to Janine. Madeline 
said: “Go to Church and help the King (Hyung Jin Nim). She went on to say that she was proud 
of me for what I said at the Seung Hwa, and she knew how difficult it was for me to say what I 
said. (This was apparently related to the fact that although I just wanted to bury my wife, I found 
myself embroiled in a church schism, and I had to represent what I felt she would have wanted to 
say to everyone - that she supported Hyung Jin Nim.)  
She continued that she was really, really happy, overjoyed, and that words could not express the 
joy she felt. She said she was going to work together with a lot of sisters in the Sanctuary 
Church, the Brides of Christ. She then said she would be watching over me and my 3 sons. She 
concluded that as we did the ancestor liberation when we did, and that it was just in time. (Here 
she is referring to the ancestor liberation conducted at the Sanctuary Church.) I received this 
message in the early fall. Honestly, I did not know for sure where her sentiments lay as a spirit 
woman in regards to the division in our movement. Yet, here she explains clearly, and it is what I 
suspected.      

By early fall, Gideon was asked to work at the Sanctuary Church. His first responsibility was to 
give DP lectures to the spirit world (whether there guests or not) for 8 hours per day focusing on 
the spirit world and specifically the unborn (aborted or still born babies). Hyung Jin Nim told 
Gideon that those whom he educates would then work for the American election and Donald 
Trump. He added that Pennsylvania would turn around the election for Trump. All this in fact 
came to pass. But people who attended Gideon’s lecture could sometimes see Madeline in the 
room. As Gideon concluded the condition, my eldest son JoeChris had a dream whereby 
Madeline was monitoring a test to 2 young boys at the Seminary. I came to believe that those 
boys were being tested on Gideon’s lecture. In addition, I received word from a close relative of 
my wife that Madeline had come in a dream rocking a baby and with a big smile. I later came to 
understand that that relative had in fact had an abortion, and I believe Madeline was retrieving 
the baby based upon Hyung Jin Nim’s liberation ceremony.    

     Soon after, Madeline gave me another message. She was responding to my frustration at 
having to go thru others to hear from her. Again thru Janine, she said it is not difficult to 
communicate between the 2 worlds. She advised that I should meditate, and go out in nature. I 
confess that I did try that, but with not much success as of yet. But I will keep on trying. Soon 
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after, a Polish sister named Hannah said that Madeline came to her. Madeline said she wanted to 
unite the sisters in the Sanctuary church as a basis for uniting the Sanctuary sisters worldwide in 
order to allow for a focus upon the matching and Blessing of the second generation. Madeline 
was really concerned about the next generation. And this sister later on had reported that 
Madeline is repeating that message.     
Later in the fall, I was having a discussion with someone at the Sanctuary Church regarding 
Madeline’s burial as I was moved by Wesley Samuels and his desire to rest in Pennsylvania. As I 
was talking, a young second generation sister came up to me, and embraced me. Earlier on, she 
had heard from my wife so I asked if anything was new. She replied that she did not hear from 
Madeline but that Madeline was right beside me. I said, if it is really Madeline, she must be 
smiling. The sister said, yes, she is smiling. Then she asked me if my wife had curly hair. I 
replied that absolutely she did. The sister then gave me a big hug and went off. But based on that 
encounter, I realized that Madeline was listening to my conversation, and was happy.     
Towards Christmas time, Andy Wilson’s eldest son Theo approached Gideon and told him that 
he had had a beautiful dream about Madeline. He said she was in a rosebed where many roses 
were blooming. Madeline was in fact in one of the roses blooming together with the rose. Theo 
added that the roses were not red, but rather they were white and gold, and that Madeline looked 
very nice. I immediately tried to understand the meaning of those colors, and had a lot of 
difficulty. Then I saw that True Father’s chair has a white fabric with gold trim. And then I 
learned that that color combination signified the highest realms of heaven. This is totally 
consistent with people’s experience with Madeline since she passed away.     
As the new year began, Madeline consistently appeared in dreams. My son David saw her in a 
dream whereby she looked wonderful. David remembered how sickly she looked. She told David 
that she had resurrected. In one dream, she told me that she was working with Guido Lombardi, 
an ex-member who is very close to the Trump family. In another dream, she told David that she 
was very proud of myself and the kids. David’s wife Waka dreamed of Madeline on several 
occasions. In another dream, I was with Lewis Perlman, and I smelled very bad. It was so bad 
that in the dream, Lewis couldn’t take it and went away from me. At that time, in actuality, I had 
not showered or changed clothes for 5 days because of a tight schedule. But I believe that dream 
came from Madeline who scolded me before she passed away that I should wash more often. In 
another dream, I cut a piece of Madeline’s blouse off. And I knew she was telling me that we are 
husband and wife as she would not let another man do such a thing to her. Finally, in a recent 
dream, she spoke of wanting to be together and alone with me. In addition, Kate Korda heard 
Madeline’s voice telling her that Madeline is not confined to her physical body in the cemetery, 
but rather is free.     
       In a recent conversation with my son Gideon, I asked him how all this could be happening to 
Mom. He said to me that Dad, it is all about lineage. She came back to Father’s lineage. Be that 
as it may, I offer this report with sincere gratitude for all you have done for her. I learned many 
things this year, but one was that in life, we must train ourselves to love, but also, we need to 
receive lots of love as a training for the spiritual world. Why? Because God gives so much love, 
and we will get blown away if we are not trained to handle it. You all loved Madeline so much, 
and you helped her to be able to receive God’s love. That is one reason she is where she is. Some 
of you may be moved by this report, and others may be offended, but either way, this is the best I 
can do at this moment to convey the miraculous work of God that I have witnessed. God Bless 
You All. 
John and Madeline 
April 2016 
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Original Substance of the Divine Principle 7 Day
Seminar

July 8-15, 2017
Unification Sanctuary, Newfoundland, PA

Taught by Rev. Yu Jeong Ok

Come and study the Original Substance of the Divine Principle

content that Rev. Sun Myung Moon instructed Rev. Yu to

lecture throughout the world. 

The seminar is full seven days of content (intensive level).
Live broadcast worldwide via internet live streaming will be



available for for online participants.
A copy of the OSDP teacher’s training manual will be provided
(hard copy for local participants and a digital copy for online
participants).

Rev. Yu will also address issues that have transpired since the
passing of Rev. Sun Myung Moon since September 2012.

Each participant will be responsible for their own lodging. Some

families in Pennsylvania are making their homes available for

accommodation and hotel accommodation is also nearby. For

more information about local accommodations please email

sanctuarychurch@sanctuary-pa.org. 

Meals will be provided at the seminar and are covered by

registration fee.

Registering for the Seminar

Fill in the Seminar Registration Form to sign up - click the

orange button below.

Seminar Fees

The seminar donation for the costs (i.e. the workshop fee) can

be done either by 1. PayPal (all major credit cards also work

with PayPal). 2. By sending in a check or a money order. 3. By

wire or by cash. The workshop fee is: $300 for on location

participant or $70 for online live streaming video. 

The above early bird pricing ends May 15, 2017. (Workshop

fees go up 10% after May 15, 2017). 

Starting Schedule for the Seminar

Saturday, July 8, 2017

Start of seminar: 9 am

Address

Unification Sanctuary

889 Main Street

Newfoundland, PA 18445

Register for the
Seminar
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